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[1124]. shells [466]. Shifted
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[21, 159, 279, 486, 627, 697, 744, 1006, 1012]. short-sum [697]. shortest [453].
Shparlinski [635]. shuffle [523, 554]. shuffle-type [523]. sides [560]. Sidon
[668, 717, 1099]. Siegel
sieve [5, 113, 615, 1001]. sigma [929]. Sign [165, 614]. signature
[583, 600, 945, 947, 967]. Signatures [318]. signs [160]. simple
[19, 24, 54, 202, 365, 408]. simplicial [972]. Simply [895]. Simultaneous
[179, 722, 842, 949, 1007]. single [206]. singular [142, 447, 495, 504, 840, 1135].
singularities [65]. site [150]. sixth [826]. Skabelund [792]. Skala [869]. Slow
smallest [775]. Smallness [793]. Smarandache [264]. smooth [182, 295].
Solution [750]. solutions [319, 416, 626, 629, 704, 710, 752]. Solving
498, 535, 568, 667, 686, 778, 899, 1103, 1112, 1173]. sommes [21]. Sophie
[365, 533]. space [61, 92, 508, 544, 757, 969, 1057, 1132]. spaces [56, 266].
spacing [274]. spanning [866]. Sparse [781, 786, 1073, 1146, 1172]. Special
[147, 178, 466, 547, 549, 672, 701, 833, 899, 1023, 1091]. specialization [705].
Specializations [1013]. specified [812]. spectra [63]. Spectral
[56, 855, 1023]. Spectrum [476, 524, 935, 1113]. speed [305]. sphere [38].
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